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arroyo A steep-sided gully formed by the action of fast-flowing water in an arid or
semi-arid region, found chiefly in the south-western US.

bog An area of wet muddy ground that is too soft to support a heavy body.
The island is a wilderness of bog and loch.

canyon
A deep gorge, typically one with a river flowing through it, as found in North
America.
The Grand Canyon.

cypress A cypress tree or branches from it as a symbol of mourning.

damp Damp air or atmosphere.
A damped suspension that isolates the chassis from external vibration.

dampness The state or condition of being slightly wet.
The dampness in the air.

dank Unpleasantly cool and humid.
A dank cellar.

floodplain A low plain adjacent to a river that is formed chiefly of river sediment and is
subject to flooding.

forest Establish a forest on previously unforested land.
A large tract of forest.

humid Marked by a relatively high level of water vapour in the atmosphere.
A hot and humid day.

impassable Impossible to travel along or over.
The narrow channels are impassable to ocean going ships.

jungle A place where hoboes camp.
It s a jungle out there.

mangrove A tidal swamp which is dominated by mangroves.

marsh New Zealand writer of detective stories (1899-1982.
Patches of marsh.
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marshland Land consisting of marshes.
Marshland landscapes.

marshy Characteristic of or resembling a marsh; waterlogged.
The marshy ground towards the sea.

mire Soil with mud muck or mire.
The roads retained their winter mire.

morass A soft wet area of low-lying land that sinks underfoot.
In midwinter the track beneath this bridge became a muddy morass.

mud Plaster with mud.
The two sides took over the local media to throw mud at each other.

muddy Cause to become muddy.
The original colours were blurred into muddy pink and yellow.

quagmire A soft wet area of low-lying land that sinks underfoot.
Torrential rain turned the building site into a quagmire.

quicksand
Loose wet sand that yields easily to pressure and sucks in anything resting on
or falling into it.
John found himself sinking fast in financial quicksand.

riparian Relating to wetlands adjacent to rivers and streams.
The ranch s most expansive riparian habitat.

shoal Of fish form shoals.
These fish can safely be released to shoal with most adult species.

slough A swamp.
The economic slough of the interwar years.

soggy
Having the consistency of dough because of insufficient leavening or improper
cooking.
The chorus sing powerfully but the interpretation is ultimately soggy.

splashing The act of splashing a liquid substance on a surface.

swampy (of soil) soft and watery.
A swampy area.

wet Make one s bed or clothes wet by urinating.
A wet windy evening.

wetland A low area where the land is saturated with water.
Wetland habitats.
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